Abstract
Introduction
Recently, the potential for undesirable interactions between heterogeneous applications has increased rapidly. The phrase "interactions between heterogeneous applications" refers to the co-execution or cooperation of loosely related software components. "Loosely related software components" means that the software units were developed without a strictly unified design process. They might come from different domains or providers or even the same provider but from a different development team, or from the same team but developed at different time. Maintaining the semantic reliability when composing such software units is vital to the quality of services. An adaptive capability must be provided to facilitate the smooth resolution of semantic conflicts, and permit coordination and cooperation between different feature components. This has been a difficult area within distributed systems. A very related example is the feature interaction (FI) problem experienced by the telecommunication industry, e.g. as surveyed in [15] . We argue that this problem is significant and ubiquitous in distributed systems, as the majority of software development migrates to be Internet-or web-based systems (e.g. web services, agents and p2p) and changing requirements and faster time-to-market become top concerns of a software product.
A feature, as a term, is used for describing a small piece of particular interesting capability/functionality. In FDD [18] , a feature is "a client-valued function that can be implemented in two weeks or less". Within telecommunication systems, it is "a unit of functionality existing in a system and usually perceived as having a self-contained functional role" [2] . Telecommunication systems have a tradition of organizing development projects, people, and even marketing by features [17] . Microsoft has also apparently followed this process in their software product line for a number of years [12] . Lessons learnt from these systems are valuable when using FDD methodology to develop a wider-range of distributed software. The feature interaction problem involves an undesired feature interaction in which "the behaviour of one feature is affected by the behaviour of another feature or another instance of the same feature" [9] .
Although the FI problem has been largely associated with the telecommunication industry, it is not limited to the telephony domain. Any complex software systems that need to evolve frequently or to compose with feature components from different providers would have the same problem. For example, [8] Numerous well-known cases of feature interactions in traditional telecommunication systems are documented in [6] and [9] . More wide-ranging interaction cases have also been identified in [7] (in a variety of miscellaneous examples) and in [4] and [1] (in multimedia, mobile and internet services, and component-based middleware respectively). Our literature investigation has found that the service composition problem [11] , interaction merging problem [5] and insecure component composition [19] can also be considered as some form of feature interaction problem.
FDD emphasizes small features as building blocks; a system will inevitably have many features that potentially complicate the interaction issue. Our solution is to separate the interaction issues from the feature's functional logic and allow for convenient plugging/unplugging of the interaction resolution module. In other words, we raise the feature interaction concern up to the meta-level. We use aspect-oriented programming [10] to describe this metalevel.
The work described in this paper has pushed our previous feature interaction study further by studying more acute feature interaction problems. Specifically, this paper presents two inter-provider feature interaction problems in email systems. The resolution strategies for FIs of this kind are much harder to find when compared to that of [16] . Importantly, this paper takes the issue of resolving interaction problems further by considering two resolutions that themselves interact. A solution to the composition of resolutions based on operation precedence is proposed. The ongoing study in this paper further enriches previous work with some initial knowledge regarding the creation of domain-specific resolution pattern libraries. We plan to build up these pattern libraries gradually by large-scale case studies.
This work also further extends our earlier work on the study of feature interaction [4] [1], run time managers [2] and auto adaptation [3] .
Case Study
We choose an email system as our case study. An email system is a typical application of an Internet system, reflecting many interaction problems in distributed and communication-intensive systems. Our cases come from [8] . Due to the space limitation, we select FilterMessage, ForwardMessage and RemailMessage features for discussion because they help to illustrate very interesting interaction properties, e.g. resolution interaction as will be discussed later in this paper. We follow the same approach as [8] regarding the architecture (pipe&filter) and the features, i.e. a user originates a message, from an email client program. This message then passes through one or more feature processing components, termed email feature components (efc), until it is delivered to the email client of the intended recipient(s). For simplicity, the routing issues will be ignored.
FilterMessage: This efc is provisioned with a list of address suffixes. Any message received whose sender's address has a suffix on the list is simply discarded (filtered). Other messages are passed on without change. This is modelled on existing spam filters.
ForwardMessage: This efc is provisioned with an email address. Every message received is remailed to the provisioned address. This is useful, for example, if one moves to a new email account provider, either permanently or temporarily. If no address is provisioned, then the efc simply transmits the input message unchanged.
RemailMessage: This efc allows anonymous messages to be sent. It is provisioned with a mapping from user addresses to pseudonyms. A user sends a message to remail@rmhost with the intended recipient as the first line of the body of the message. The remailer then looks up the pseudonym of the sender and replaces the actual sender address with the pseudonym in the headers and envelope of the message, finally sending on the modified message. To handle replying, anyone may send in the other direction as well: a message addressed to <pseudo-nym>@rmhost is first translated to have the true name of the recipient and then sent accordingly. Thus, the user of the remailer is assured of anonymity, as long as nothing in the body of the message gives their identity away.
Two interactions among these features have been found. They were documented in [8] These are notorious feature interactions that are the hardest to resolve for the following reasons:
1. Features belong to and reside at two different providers. Both providers try to achieve their own goals, and follow their own interests. 2. The conflict is acute, therefore difficult to reconcile. In favour of any one side might acutely harm another side's interest. In scenario 1, Bob's interest is to forward the incoming message to another account, so as to, for example, read all messages in another domain. In contrast, the administrator's interest is to filter the message from Bob's domain in order to prevent spam/virus email from arriving in its domain.
Similarly, in scenario 2, both features have their worth of existence while their goals are acutely conflicting. FilterMessage is obviously a reasonable feature; all in all, everybody has their right to filter messages they do not want. Similarly, RemailMessage is also a reasonable feature; for privacy, a user's request for anonymity should be respected.
These interactions can also be mapped to many other applications, for instance, "Incoming Call Screening" vs. "Undelivery of Number" in telephony systems. Incoming Call Screening feature is analogous to FilterMessage, while Undelivery of Number is similar to RemailMessage, thus there is obviously a similar feature interaction between them. Anonymous servers in the WWW cause quite similar problems for IP screening as well. The resolution of this kind of conflicts is inevitably an important part of systems if we want to yield better quality of services. Generic techniques such as negotiation agents or arbitration mechanisms are developed to modularise resolution concerns. For example, in [14] , a solution based on win/win principle is proposed, where negotiation attempts to find an alternative proposal that is acceptable for both sides. However, most of the existing programming paradigms force developers to program any resolution code into the core functionality of a feature (we refer to this as a feature's hard logic). The entanglements of different functional roles can quickly complicate a system, making it harder to maintain and evolve. This insight has led us to propose a two-level architecture for complexity control.
One thing that must be pointed out here is that although we will suggest resolutions for each feature interaction case in this paper, we have no intention to strictly validate them, because our focus is on the separation techniques, rather than the FI resolution issues themselves. As an aside, we believe there is no precise definition of resolution. The reason is that resolutions on the same feature interaction problem may vary from developer to developer. When we say something is a resolution of an interaction, it is quite subjective. Sometimes it just meets a requirement of feature users, other than a sound rationalization. In this paper, we assume that any solution that is able to mitigate an acute feature interaction constitutes a resolution of that interaction.
Therefore, the simplest resolution is to disable one of the interacting features. However, real world applications might need a more deliberate resolution so as to improve the quality of service.
Separation of Interaction Concerns
In our proposed framework, we assume that every feature has a clear specification of its functionality. Although the implementation of that specification varies, it is generally easy to distinguish the pure feature code. We call this the hard logic of the feature, i.e. the inevitable part for the implementation of specification.
However, in feature driven development, features must clearly be able to work with other features. Since hard logic is actually rigid business logic, it is unable to adapt itself to different execution contexts (different connected features). We also need a corresponding soft logic to soften the behaviour, making it flexible enough to adapt to other interacting features. Therefore, a feature's soft logic is responsible for gluing features together and taking action to smooth any incompatibilities.
Since a feature designer cannot foresee the future features that will interact with his/her developed features, soft logic should be able to be added to the hard feature logic at any stage, i.e. complementing the inevitable lack of meticulousness with interaction resolution issues when hard logic is designed. To support this kind of addition, it is ideally raised up to the meta-level so as to provide a separation from the hard logic and facilitate reuse and easier maintenance/evolution.
It is this soft logic that we believe is ideally suited to aspect oriented software development techniques.
As an example, an overview of a possible java implementation of FilterMessage's hard logic is shown in figure 1 : The hard logic takes care of filtering the incoming message against a filter list. In order to do this, for a incoming message, it will get the sender's address and check it against the filter list, then decide to either deliver or discard it depending on the checking result. The Pipe interface, which contains two methods, receive (..) and send(..), must be implemented for the connection of feature boxes.
We can see that the hard logic of a feature is simple, cohesive and highly consistent with its original specification. Typically, features have two basic parts:
1. Some data (structures) such as a forward address, a list of filter addresses or a list of <pseudonym, real name> pairs. 2. Some methods to operate on the data and provide necessary feature logic to implement a service feature. To illustrate the separated soft logic of features, we will list two typical examples.
FilterMessage vs. ForwardMessage
For the interaction between ForwardMessage and FilterMessage, there are many ways of resolution. One way might use a form to ask a feature owner to specify options/preferences/policies for dealing with the interaction so as to form data for negotiation, while another way might just design a default resolution/policy. We show a simple resolution based on a default policy here. As ForwardMessage is the passive party of this interaction, the policy needs deciding by FilterMessage. A reasonable default policy of FilterMessage might be "allow Bob's ForwardMessage feature to forward all third party messages to his new account as long as the third party is not from a domain that is filtered by the FilterMessage ". As this email server itself has created an account for Bob, Bob has already obtained some certain privileges anyway. Thus there is no reason to prevent him from sending and receiving message from the server though his original domain is screened. Of course, messages from other users at the same domain as Bob will continue to be filtered out. In brief, the default resolution is described as follow:
Every time FilterMessage is about to discard a message, it should additionally check if the message is from ForwardMessage; if so, it further checks if the forwarded message is from a forbidden domain; if not, then let the message go through without filtering it out. Otherwise, discard the message as the basic feature function prescribes. To let FilterMessage know that the message is a forwarded message, ForwardMessage must add a <forward> tag in the content with original sender's address that allows FilterMessage to check against its filtering address list and decide if it is filtered out or not.
The following code in AspectJ [10] shows an implementation of the resolution. 
FilterMessage vs. RemailMessage
To resolve the interaction problems between FilterMessage and RemailMessage, we must answer the question "what is the real goal of the filter?" In many cases, the FilterMessage feature is deployed to filter messages from a domain that has security risk, e.g. potentially carrying a virus. If this is the case, the FilterMessage only needs to care about the virusvulnerable part -the attachments. Perhaps we can require that messages with attachments must obtain a certificate from a trusted organization to prove no virus exists, so as to permit the delivery. Based on this insight, we proposed a resolution as follows:
Every 
Composition Problems of Resolutions
The previous section has shown that the use of aspectoriented programming techniques for the representation of FI resolution is an effective way of feature composition. It is also flexible with respect to further evolution of the system. However, feature interaction problems are complicated issues, and a resolution is unlikely to be independent of other resolutions. This is not unexpected, since resolutions themselves can be viewed as features, which, of course, are prone to interactions. Both interaction resolutions in the previous section require new behaviour (or "advice") around FilterMessage. Basically, a FilterMessage feature is used for discarding unwanted messages. For every incoming message, it either delivers the message or discards it. Interestingly, there is an antithesis between the two resolutions. The first, i.e. the case of FilterMessage vs. ForwardMessage, says that a forwarded message sometimes should not be discarded because it might originally come from a non-screened party though the forwarder is from a screened party. The resolution for this circumstance is that we must rescue it from being discarded. While the second, i.e. the case FilterMessage vs. RemailMessage, says that a remailed message might need to be discarded because it may disguise its original address and try to fool the filter into believing that it is from a harmless party. The resolution for this case is that we have to bar it before it is almost delivered. If we observe the two aspect algorithms in Figure 2 and 3, we can find the antithesis. To analyse the interaction problem clearly, we simplify it as follows: When composing the two resolution features together, the problem is: while one resolution requires discarding a message, the other resolution wants to deliver it.
Before giving a solution to this problem, we need to form a comprehensive view about the messages that are join-created by RemailMessage and ForwardMessage. The typical configuration is showed as follow: Obviously this message should not be delivered. The resolution for the interaction is to let the StopDoubtfulMessage have higher priority. However, down to the implementation level with AOP as the tool, the composition is realised as weaving and the resolution interaction becomes aspect interaction. We have found that AspectJ lacks language-level features to support the elegant expression of our resolution of this aspect interaction. The direct weaving of the two aspects results in an infinite loop, because they advise each other infinitely. The "dominate" construct in AspectJ is irrelevant in this case because the execution of the two aspects require some inter-nested coordination. As AspectJ stands at the moment, the language does not support "aspects of aspects", i.e. aspects cannot be defined over other aspects. Thus, though we can manually add resolution code (figure 6), it is not so clean and intuitive. At this point, it should be noted that other AOP approaches do provide support for "aspects of aspects". In an email message posted on the Demeter web-site [20] , a list of approaches supporting this is given, namely Incremental Programming [25] , Aspectual Collaborations [23] , Hyper/J [26] and DJ [24] . These require further investigation to determine if they would provide a more appropriate language choice for our work than AspectJ.
Evaluation of our approach
We claim that the two-level architecture we have proposed has key benefits regarding flexibility with respect to future evolution of systems. In order to evaluate the architecture against this claim, we have evolved the email system presented so far, by extending it to all ten features of [8] . In order to make a working system, we also refactored some of the GUI modules from ICEMail, an email client written in Java and based on the new Java Mail API [21] . We can classify our evaluation into a number of different properties including cleanness of separation, re-use, faithfulness of implementation to specification, adaptability to requirement change, and performance. It should be noted that these properties are, by their nature, more qualitative than quantitative. A summary of these properties is presented below; for more details the reader is referred to [28] .
Cleanness of separation
• The approach avoids the tangling of core behaviour with resolution code (to allow a feature to work with other features).
• All features from [8] illustrate an elegant separation when implemented. Note that not every interaction requires a separate resolution module, see below, thus motivating our search for more general interaction resolution patterns.
• By refactoring some of the ICEMail GUI's modules, one module was reduced from 800 lines of source code to 70 by removing what we classified as tangled concerns or interactions.
Re-use
• Reuse for very specific interaction resolution modules (e.g. figures 2 and 3 above), is limited. The best opportunities for re-use are at the base level rather than the meta-level due to the modules' cleanness and simplicity.
• The refactored GUI modules mentioned above have been easily re-used in a second implementation since all interaction concerns had been extracted thus leaving a generic feature component.
• Many interaction resolutions are similar in that they involve boundary condition checking. For the 26 feature interactions identified in [8] , plus an additional feature interaction identified by ourselves, more than half are generic resolutions, hence the identification of resolution patterns appears a realisable aim. 
Faithfulness of implementation to specification
• By design, our two-level architecture keeps the feature's implementation faithful to its specification.
• This opens the door to generative programming techniques to generate code (or code templates) automatically from the specification.
Adaptability to requirement change
• The separation provided by our architecture allows the developer to integrate new features into the system, without needing to consider, or worse rewrite, existing features.
• The aspect-oriented approach for the separate resolution modules allows the developer to implement a feature without considering the interactions with other features, then focus on the interaction issues separately.
• Removal of features from a system is also clean and efficient (the architecture helps to avoid redundant code being left embedded in feature boxes, a situation that leads to unnecessary complexity and low efficiency).
Performance
• In line with other meta-level/ reflective approaches, our approach will likely incur at least a minor performance overhead. We have not yet investigated this further, although information regarding the performance of AspectJ can be found on the AspectJ web-site (FAQ), see [21] .
Related Work
Although the era of traditional telecommunications is rapidly passing, the feature interaction research that germinated from this particular industry is becoming of increasing importance. Negotiation agents, as a general resolution for inter-provider feature interactions, have grown as an active research area recently [13] [14] . Negotiation is inherently a cooperative search for a certain value pattern in a global policy data model, which is a meta-data structure. In [13] , it is carried out via a blackboard model where different features declare their intentions. Policies/preferences of features are represented as CLIPS rules and the negotiation process is powered by CLIPS rules engine. In [14] , all policy features are classified as a hierarchy structure, called a goal hierarchy, where policy is specified. The negotiation process uses this hierarchy structure to find an agreement between the two sides. Thus, rules and the algorithms that operate on rules are functionally comparable to our aspect program. This implies that negotiation can be treated as an interaction concern and negotiation can be implemented as aspects. The two examples of this paper are functionally similar to a negotiation process but are obviously simpler than conventionally rule-based negotiation. Therefore we believe that aspect oriented programming has the potential to provide an effective alternative to rule-based negotiation programming. The similarity of rewriting rules with aspect programs in [5] seems to suggest that this is a promising approach.
In [11] , an approach to describe CORBA services (event service, transaction service, etc.) as aspects has been presented. To resolve the service composition problem, which has different aims comparing with our feature interaction problem, a service composition model was proposed in which there are three levels of architecture, namely the application level (base level), service level (meta level or aspect level), and composition level (metameta level or aspect of aspect level). The separation of the composition issue from the aspect accelerates the reuse of the composition pattern and helps to simplify those two level compositions, but at the cost of defining a so-called aspect on aspect language and its corresponding compiler. We think that this is still not a one-shot solution to all compositions because there is no a clear closure of the composition operation in a complex system. An aspecton-aspect may still need to compose with another aspecton-aspect in some cases. In the end, we still face the same problem as in the lower meta level.
Conclusions and Future Work
Today's distributed systems are prone to feature interaction problems, largely because of the heterogeneous service nature. We believe that the separation of interaction concerns is key to the success of reusability and maintenance of an evolving system. Hard logic and soft logic are metaphors for the relationship between a feature's functional logic and its adaptation/resolution logic. The soft logic softens the hard logic so as to allow it to adapt to a feature interaction. Lifting up the adaptation code to a meta level is the vital decision for the separation. The emerging area of aspect-oriented programming is a suitable platform to represent these interaction resolutions. By using aspects, the implementation of dynamic reconfiguration or auto adaptation becomes very convenient.
The feature interactions in distributed systems, including Internet-based systems are still not well understood. More investigation is needed to abstract further interaction resolution patterns, and further interaction resolution pattern libraries for different domains (e.g. p2p, multi-agent and web services). The focus of interaction resolution is the composition problem, namely the semantic conflicts occurring when two interaction resolutions composing together.
Furthermore, as negotiation can be treated as a subinteraction concern, utilizing AOP to develop negotiations required between conflicting services is also a valuable new direction.
